State-of-the-art of the production of retroviral vectors.
Retroviral vectors are still the vectors that are used in the majority of gene therapy trials for treatment of acquired or inherited diseases. In this review, the present state-of-the-art of the production of retroviral vectors and the most important parameters, such as the choice of the producer cell line, stability issues, medium additives, serum, type of bioreactor, that influence production issues is presented and discussed in light of an optimal vector production. The available literature data clearly indicate that, on one hand, the choice of the producer cell line is of utmost importance for obtaining a high level producer cell line, and that, on the other hand, the optimization of the medium, e.g. the replacement of glucose by fructose, has a potential for improving vector production rates and titers. Finally, the use of high-density perfusion culture systems for adherent as well as for suspension cells presents the best choice for a production system, because high cell densities imply high reactor specific production rates, which must be associated with a rapid harvest of the produced vector, thus avoiding vector inactivation due to an extended residence time. The overall optimization of the cultivation and production parameters will have a significant impact on the use of retroviral vectors for gene therapy purposes.